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CONTEMPORARY ISSUES iN MANAGEMENT CONTROL
F. Gülruh GÜRBÜZ•
ÖZET
.İşletmeler, hiyerarşik yapının hakim olduğu tUm çalışanların birbirlerine karşı
bağımlı ve sorumlu olduğu örgütlerdir. İşletmelerde, kontrol de yönetimin diğer

olan planlama, örgütleme, yöneltme ve koordinasyon kadar bUyilk önem taşır.
Gl,lnümUz işletmelerinde kontrol fonksiyonunun önemini açıklamaya yönelik olarak
yüzlerce neden sıralayabiliriz. Fakat kısa başlı.klar altında toplamak istersek
fonksiyonları

- İşletmelerin değişen yapısını
- İşletmelerin karmaşıklaşan yapısını
- İşgörenlerden kaynaklanan hataları
- Büyüyen

işletmelerde

yöneticilerin yetki delegasyonunun

gerekliliğini

buna örnek olarak gösterebiliriz.
Kontrol

bir

sorumluluğundadır.

yönetim faaliyetidir ve işletme içinde tum yöneticilerin
Tarafımızca yöneticiler bu görevlerini yerine ~etirirken Uç temel

noktayı kontrol ederler: ·

- Fi!"fnanın faaliyetlerini
-

Firmanın çalışmalarını

-

Firmanın ekipmanlarını .

Yöneticinin bu konularda gerçekleştireceği başarılı kontroller sayesinde, işletme tUm
'w aliyetlerden elde edebileceği tasarruflarla karlılığını ve verimliliğini arttırabilir, piyasadaki
rekabet gücü artar, çalışanlarına daha iyi bir çalışma ortamı sunup daha iyi maaşlar
ödeyebilir, dolayısıyla piyasadaki kalifiye elemanları kendine çekebilir.

• Ôğr. Gör. M.Ü. İ.İ.B.F. İngilizce İşletme BölUmU
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INTRODU CflON
Every organization consist group of people· who work together. Organization chart
coordinates the relation among· these people. At the top of the h ierarchy there is CEO and
below him department heads and then the employees working as staff. Except for the CEO
each manager or department head in the organization is both a superior and subordinate.
Each supervises people in his department is subordinate of the manager whoin he reports.
Organization of the business enterprises in the way of hierarchy and chain of coınmand is
very important for the achievemen t of the objectives. Every organization has multiple
pbjectives. Top managers determine the goals and the strategies to reach these goals. Middle
1
level managers are responsible from the implementation of these strategies by giving !orders
to the lower levels. Every superior in the organization has to make sure that the duties and
tasks that he has given to his subordinates are done and' every eınployee in the organization
has to behave and act in conformity with the organizational goals. Here at this point the
word control comes into question.

a

behaviors and
Control refers to the methods and mechanisms used to ensure that
1
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Defınition of control clearly identifıes that it is a managerial function and it is a link

· between the superiors and the subordinates. in a way manageme nt control is a process
through which managers make sure that their subordinates are following the corporate
strategies or not, perforıning their duties or not, and detect if there are any deviations from
·
the pre-establ ished standards.
it is possible to list hundreds of factors to show the necessity of control for
organizations in order to reach their objectives. But we will conclude these factors under
some major headings:

• Changing Environment of the Organizations: Organizatio ns have bot!) internat'
and extemal environment. in the extemal environment changes in economic conditions,
resource and · product markets, per capita income, exchange rates, terrorism, political
instability, laws, governmen t rules and regulations, social values and beliefs of the
ali effect
comınunity, technological changes, acts of suppliers, customers, competitor s will
level of
l
educationa
the
the organization. Similarly in the intemal environment, changes in
their
Through
n.
organizatio
employees, changes in corporate culture will again effect the
ns
organizatio
their
of
weaknesses
and
control function managers .can see -intemal strengths
extemal
the
in
changes
the
that
es
opportuniti
and
and they can also detect threat
environment create for their organizations.

Stephen G.Green, M.Ann Welsh; "Cyberneti cs and Dependence: Reframing the Control
Concept";Academy of Management Review, No: 13, 1988, pp. 287-301.
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lncreasing Cqnıplexity of Organizations: Today's organizatio ns with their
•
horizonta lly, vertically and spatially differentiated structure and diversifıed product lines are
much more complex when compared with the past. in order .to ınain'tain quality and .
products, sales,
profıtability in these complex organizatio ns close control of operations,
natura! result of
the
is
ation
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necessary.
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for top manageınent. But in order for decentrali?-ation to. be effective each decentralized
unit's control activities ınust be very accurate. Actual perforınance has to be carefully
matched with the pre-established standards so the general . managers can see the
effectiven ess of the units for which they .are responsible and corporate manageme nt in tum
can evaluate the performanc e ofthe general managers.
Errors of the Organization Menıbers: Employees are humans beings so normally
•
they can do· mistakes while performing their duties in the organization. Control systenıs in
the organizatio ns can identify these mistakes before it is too late to correcı them.
• 'Delegation of aııthority by the Managers: When· managers are overloaded they
delegate some of their tasks to their subordinates. But this doesn't diminish their .
responsibi lity to their own superiors. For that reason there is a need for a .control system in
the organizatio n to show the degree of accomplish ment of the tasks tha't are given to the
subordinat es and their level of success.
Controllin g is the function of every manager 'in the organization. Managers either at
higher levels or at lower levels are responsible from the execution of plans, and control
shows them the success or failure in the execution of the plans. in that sense planning and
are closely related, but d.ifferent than eacn other. in the organizations
controlling functions
1
controlling activities occur. One of them is strategy formulation.
and
ng
planni
several
Strategy formulation is the process of deciding on the goals of the organization and
strategies for reaching these goals. Strategy formulation occurs at top mana9ement level,
and it uses approxima tions to determine the ·long run goals strategies and policies of the
2
organizatio ns. Besides strategy formulation we can also mention task control. it is the
process of making sure that specifıed tasks are carried out effectively and efficiently. Task
control includes the control of individual tasks. There are rules about operating activities
and achieveme nt ofthe operations are controlled agains~ these n.iles. So task control occurs
at the lowest levels in the organizatio n, it is very systematic and it focuses on short run
3
operating activities . As we see manageme nt control is different than both strategy
formu lation and task control. Strategy formulation is deciding new strategies whereas
Milton Leontiades: "The Confusing Words of Business Policy'\ Academy of Management
,
·
Review, No: 7, 1982, pp. 45-48.
the
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lınpleınenta
' Vijay ·Govindaraj an; "A · Contingenc y . Approach to Strategy
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Academy
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.
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Business Uni.t Level: lntegrating Administra tive Mechanism
828-·853.
Management Joıırnal. No: 4, 1988, pp.
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ınanagement control is deciding how to implement strategies. in fact the most important
difference between strategy formulation and m~nagement control is that strategy .
formulation has to be unsystematic. Organizations formulate strategies when there are
opportunities or threats . As these do not come up at regular intervals, strategic decisions are
unsystematic. On the other hand when we compare task control and ınanagement control we
see that task control is too systematic. For example: for the control of some tasks there is no
need for human beings, instead computers or industrial robots can be used. But management
control can never be reduced to a science. Because the defınition of management control
involves the behaviors of the managers and their relations with their subordinates, there is
no mechanical way of explaining these interactions.

From the explanations above we can see that manageınent control is different than
strategy formulation and task co.ntrol but interrel.ated to them, in the form that it takes
between them.
As we have mentioned before the objective of the management control is to make
sure that organizational strategies are correctly. implemented. Here at this point we have to
give answer to this question . Why correct implementation of the organizational strategies
are so important? in fact the answer is quite clear. The organizations that want to be sta~le
and competitive in the market has to be productive and profıtable. This means that the
coınpan.y must have a well managed work force who use the company's resources and
equ'ipment effectively, and has torun successful operations.
Now after these explanations the scope of control within the companies becomes
much more clear. Acco'rcting to our point of view management· control has to comprise three
ınajor areas within the companies:

1. Controlling the company's operations
il. Controlling the workforce ofthe company

ili. Machine control.
Managers by controlling the above mentioned factors through the help of some tools
can actualize the success oftheir companies.

1. CONTROLLING THE COMPANY'SOPERATIONS
Organizations in the business environment produce goods and services and while
in these organizations managers also analyze if the
company's operations are going on as if planned. Because if there are some deviations from
the planned actions managers should take some corrective actions. But of course managers
can not make things as planned if they lack information ·about the various ·events occurring
fulfılling their control functions
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in the o·rganizations. Management lnformation Systems(MIS) handle the ,managers the
necessary information they need to control the company operations.
"MiS is a formal system, to gather, integrate, compare, analyze and disperse
information intemal and external to the enterprise in a timely, effective and efficient
manner." 4

\

\

· As we see from its defınition MiS is essential for ali the functions of management
including controL Of course, managers at different organizational levels will need different
kind of information. But MiS which is composed ofoome steps like; 5
•

determining the information needs

•

determining and gathering appropriate data

•

summarizing data

•

analyzing data
·ı

•
transmitting the information gathered by data analysis to the appropriate
managers
•

having the managers use the information

is able to answer the infonnation need of every manager in the organizati~n.
ln fact by controlling the operations ofthe company we mean two things:
a) Controlling the production process
b) Controlling the overall performance ofthe organization.

a) Controlli~g the Production Process:
We can list the most common coıitrol tools as:

Harold Koontz, Heinz Weinrich; Management, McGraw-Hilİ lnternational Editions, 1988,
s29.
Richard A. Johnson, R. Joseph Monsen, H~nry P. Knowles, Borge O. Saxberg;
Management, Systems and Society: An lntroduction, Santa Monica, Califomia, Goodyear
Publications, 1976, pp. 113- 120.
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aa) Breakeven analysis
ab) Management by exception
ac) Operations planning and control
ad) Quality control
aa) Break-even Analysis:

. The reason that th~ companies make· break.-even analysis is t~ fınd the point at which
ali the costs related with producing a particular product are covered. The company will lose
money on the product if it can 't seli enough un its to reach th is poiıit .On the other hand any
sales over this poiııt will return as profıt to the company. Within this context fıxed .costs,
variable costs, total costs, total revenue, profits, Ioss an,d break-ewen point are analyzed in
the break-even analysis. 6
Break-even analysis is a useful control tool because it. helps the managers to
understand the relationships between fıxed costs, variable .costs, total costs, profıt and loss.
ünce the managers understand these relationships they can do necessary actions in order to
reduce significant deviations between planned and actual profıt levels. 7
For example; increasing costs indicate that the organization must produce more and
seli more to reach to break-even. Each man.ager should develop and implement his own
break-even contröl strategy depending on the unique situation in his own organization ..
l

ab) Management by Exception:

it is a control technique stressing on the idea that when subordinates do their work,
of course there will be deviations from the planned activities. But subordinates will report
these deviati~ns if they are signifıcant. Their signifıcance can be understood by. the rules
that the managers put. 8
For example: supervisor will report to the production manager if the serap rate
exceeds 10%. Of course these ru les are production related but can be adapted to the of her
organizational matters. Since this control technique only brings the signifıcant issues to the
manager's attention it helps the managers to save time.
6

Richard A. Brealey. Stewart C. Myers, Alan J. Marcus; İşletme Finansının Temelleri,
Literatür Yayıncılık. 1997, pp. 212-216.
1
7
Robert J. Lambrix. Surehdra S. Singhvi; "How to Set Yolume Sensitive ROi Targets",
Harvard Bıısiness Review. March/ April 1981, p. 174.
'
8
James A. F. Stoner, Charles Wankel; Managemenı, 3rd Edition, Prentice-Hall, 1986,
p.582.
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ac) Operation s Planning and Control
Organizati ons that produce goods and/or services are systems which have set of
interrelated component s that function as a whole to reach the goals of the organization.
These related component s aı·e callecj subsystems and operations is one of them . Ç>perations
subsystem transforni set of inputs into some desired outputs. Operations .system is very
with the
iınportant for the success of the coınpany. for that. reason it should be compatible
and
carefully
been
has
coınpany
the
of
organizatio nal strategies. Even the operations system
1
is
control
t
manageınen
the
still
operation,
actual
successfully designed . and ·pıaced into
the
and
plans.
ınonthly
weekly,
daily,
formulate
managers
essential. Because operations
objectives ofthese plans are to · ınııximize customer service, minimize inventory investment
and maximize the system's operating effıciency. in .order to achieve these objectives
to produce the
scheduling and control of labor,' control of materials; and capital input
9
iınportant.
very
desired quantity and quality of output most effıciently is
ad) Quality Control:
Quality control is inaking the quality of finished goods and services as it was planned
to be. Managers compare product quality to organizational quality standards and take steps
10
to increase. decrease, or maintain the level of product quality as dictated by the situation.
Quality control can be done at every step ofthe production process. At the beginning quality
of raw materials can be controlled, during the production process deviations from planned
actions can be controlled and necessary correction can be done, "1nd füıally quality of the
if necessary. in
fınished products can be controlled in order to make quality improvements
have
customers
Because
firms.
the
of
success
the
for
important
very
is
control
fact quality
products.
defective
or
low-quality
tolerate
t
'
don
they
so
choices
many
b) Controllin g the Overall Performan ce of the Organizati on:
Operationa l control is very important at t.he lower levels of the organization. But at
the middle and upP,er levels, managers are more intere~ted in controlling the overall
performanc e of the .'organization . For that reason, at these levels managers benefit from
budgets, fınancial ratios and external audits as control tools.

9

lbid. pp. 197-214.
Elwood S. Buffa; Modern Production / Operations Management, New York, Wiley,
1983, p. 501; Roger G. Schroeder; Operations Management: Decision Making in the
·
Operations Function, McGrawr Hill, 1985, pp. 597-598.
'
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ba) Budgets
Budgets are quantitative statements that show the allocation and utilization · of
resources to the different organizational activities over a given time period. 11 A budget
shows expenditures, revenues, profits, labor, raw materials, or machine hours planned for
some future date. The planned fıgures become standards against which future performance
is measured. Beside being plans budgets can also be a method of control. Budgets become a
tool for control by allocating resources to the departments, and implying how allocated
resources are to be utilized and acting as performance standards. Budgets are usuallY,
prepared for a year. During that year at some intervals actual performance can be compared
with the budget to see the deviations. lf deviations are significant enough , necessary
corrections can be done before being too late:
bb)

Manageriıent

Audits:

Management audit is an evaluation of the abil.ities and successes of the executives
who are operating the enterprise. Management audit can be done externally or internally.
Whether these audits are done externally by a private consultancy fırm or internally ' by in
house personnel their objective is the same. in these audits industry, organizational
resources, strategic and operating performance of the organization, corporate structure,
research and development policies, production effıciency, stockholder relations are analyzed
to help management to pinpoint the problem areas in the organization. 12
be) Ratio Analysis
Besides audits and budgets, fınancial ratios are also used as tools to control the
overall performance of the organization. Ratio analysis involves selecting two signifıcant
fıgures, expressing their relationship as a proportion or fraction and comparing its value for
two periods of time or with ratios of similar organizations. There are many ratios of these
kind but the most commonly used ones are liquidity, activity, profitability and leverage
ratios . Very generally implications ofthe fınancial ratios are as follows 13 :

•

liquidity ratios indicate the ability of the organization to meet its

fınancial

obligations.
11

Stoner/Wankel, op. cit. p. 599.
Vincent G. Reuter; "Selected Management Controls: Audits, Budgets and Capital Funds
Justifıcation", Journal o/Systems Management, August 1985, pp. 14-21.
13
Sam Eilon; "An Analysis of Corporate Perforrriance", Business and Economic Review,
Summer 1987, pp. 20-29; Vijay Govindarajan, J. Fisher; "Strategy Control Systems and
Resource Sharing: Effects on Business Unit Performance", Academy of Management
Journal, No: 35, 1990, pp.259-285.
·
12
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•
Leverage ratios indicate the relationship between organizational funds supplied
by the owners and creditors.
•
Activity ratios indicate how well an organization is selling its products in
relation to its available resources.
•
Profitability ratios focus en assessing overall organizational
improving it wherever possible.

profıtability

and

Ratios are only numbers, but if managers benefit from them in the appropriate way
. they can use theın as control tools. First of ali ınanagers have to evaluate ali the ratios
equally. Otherwise they can not develop the control strategy appropriate .for the organization
asa whole. The next step is to compare these ratios with the industry averages and with the
competitor s, so the açtual fınancial position of the company in the industry ' emerges. Finally
these ratios retlect the company ' s position for a specifıc time period usually one year. But
by the help of the trend analysis and using these ratios managers can make forecasts about
the fınancial position of the fırın in future.

il. 'coNTRO LLING THE WORKFO RCE OF THE COMPAN Y
Employees are the ınost important assets of the organizations. Without their positive
efforts nothing can be ·done. · In a way successful organizations are the ones where
employees work effıciently and productively. For that reason it is very impoıtant for the
managers to have control tools which will retlect the success and failure of the employees
and their unity with the organizatio n. Performance appraisals, corporate culture, group
control and self-contro l' of the employees can serye this purpose in the organizations.

a)Performance Appraisal
l

it is a structured system of measuring, evaluating and influencing an employee's job
re lated attributes, behaviors and outcomes as well as level of absenteeism , to discover how
productive the employee is and whether he or she can perform as or ınore effectively in the
future so that the employee, the organization and society ali benefıt. 14 As we see from it~
defınition perforınance evaluations help the managers to see to · what degree
their
employees ' work conform with the standards and in accordance with the company's
objectives. Because every mistake that an employee does related to his work brings an extra
cost to the cor.npany. So using perforınance evaluation asa control tool helps the managers
to detect any deviation from the standards and pre-established objectives and do necessary
corrections . Performanc e evaluations also give information about the future potential of the
14

Randall S. Schuler, Vandra L. Huber; Personnel and Human Resoıırce Management, 5th
Edition , West Pub. Co., 1993 , p. 282.
·
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ing on the right person or not.
individual, so it can be understood ifthe compa ny is invest
b) Corpo rate Cultu re
, beliefs, underst~ndiı;ıgs and
Corporate culture can be defined as the set15ofkey values
zation s where values, and
organi
e
h
t.
in
.
norıns shared by memb ers of the organization
, corpor ate culture is a
zation
organi
the
of
goals
shed
norms are consistent with the establi
powerful control tool.
c) Group Contr ol
and coordi nate their work to
Team is a unit of two or more people who interact
ve teams, team memb ers
cohesi
in
and
norms
accomplish. a specifıc objective. Teams have
wn contro l is necessary.
top-do
less
teams
such
n
I.
have intluence on each others ' behaviors.
the team norms and departmental
16
Team members can force each other to comply with
organizational goals.
d) Self-c ontrol

l over their members. lf
it is impossible for the organizations to have full contro
them to do a good wor.k. in the
employees have self-discipline and control these cause
cratic contro ls can be reduced.
organizations where employees have self-control, bureau
l years of experi ence and training.
17
Employees high in self-control are those who had severa
mance that allow for self-control.
Because these provide people intemal standards of perfor

111. MACH INE CON TRqL
t
ds that use instruments or device s to preven t and correc
Machine controls are metho
18
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rs physical contro l over
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ation there are self operat ing
autom
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result
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Today
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tasks so productivity increa
with the. other machi nes to perfon n
devices and machines. also there are machines linking
and in autom obile industry are good
tasks. Comp uter operated robots used in oil refıneries
easy, because instead of contro lling
more
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examples. So the manag er's control duty becom
machine. But at the same time
single
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l
contro
hundreds of worke rs' job, manag er will only
s in Under standi ng and Chang ing
Ralph H. Kilmann, Mary J. s 'axton, Roy Serpa; "lssue
pp. 87-94.
Culture", Ca/ifornia Managemenı Review, No: 28, 1986,
; . "Work Teams ", Ameri can
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16
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David Davis; "SMR Forum
Rı111iew, Spring 1984, pp. 63-67.
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have to lbe highly talented ~nd
and advanced technology ınachines. .
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qualifıed

to be able to control these highly col'!lplex
·

CONCLlJSION

Up to this point we tried to analyze, why control is necessary for organizations and
the scope of ınanageınent control. A fter ali these analysis we can clearly say that success is
iınpossible in the organizatiorıs where control is not existing. Because ınanagers through
controlling the operations. workers and equipınenfof the organization can obtain savings
from ali the costs, can increase productivity, profıtability and coınpetitive ability of'the
organization. Also they can provide better working conditions to their workers and can pay
higher wages. So it will possible for these organizations to employ highly qualifıed
employees in their organizations.
·
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